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recode
Costs

Installation*
New: $100-120/week 
rental 
(generally 20% more 
expensive than chemical 
toilets because of increased 
cost from specialized 
equipment. Price could go 
down if scaled up)

 A conventional 
-

consin is currently modi-

for dry collection.

Land Required: Same as 
chemical portable toilet

Treatment
Can it meet La Pine limits? 
Yes

How it Works

In Use: 

capture urine in 55 to 550 gallon containers on palettes. Contain-
ers are capped and driven to a municipal composter for composting 
in managed windrows, managed on private land in windrows, or 
brought to a biogas digester.

User Responsibilities: 
with carbon material like wood chips or sawdust.

Operations and Maintenance:  Service providers must bring enough 
carbon material to site and periodically add carbon to maintain dry 
conditions in the holding tanks to prevent exposed feces or urine.  

trucks for transport.  Load out is considerably lighter than chemical 
portable toilets because liquid is not added.

Can the homeowner do it or is a professional needed?  Professional 
service contract required for removal of holding tanks.

-
ergy use and creates a nutrient rich fertilizer.

installers to diversify their income.

toilets.

Biocappi portable dry toilets in Yverdon, Switzerland, June 2011. Photo by Molly Danielsson.

-

on site sanitation case study 05: 
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Portable Dry Toilet Providers in France

-

code to outline compost processing, but code has not been developed 
-

nicipal composters, biogas digesters or create windrows on private 
land for large events.
Another market for portable 
dry toilets has been residential 
renovations. Composting toilets 

the right are installed in homes 
temporarily during construc-
tion. Homeowners cite their 
desire to have an indoor bath-
room instead of using a por-

on site sanitation case study 05: 

Enforcement & 

Monitoring
to come
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Installing in Oregon

Regulations permitting the system: 

Current Regulations Permit Dry Collection but Not Com-
posting

or what facilities are set up to aerobically compost such material.

Permittable Treatment Facilities Don’t Permit Compost-
ing

-
-

and reservoir for wood shavings to cover 

on site sanitation case study 05: 

Implementation in Oregon
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-
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-
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theory and practice in  various countries, with suggestions for sup-

on site sanitation case study 05: 
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